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Abstract This paper surveys and estimates the potential of one-unit CubeSat platform and reflects about design a more
suitable platform for future CubeSats. During CubeSat platform development, the concept of the design process is formulated
and standard physical relationships are proposed to find number of optimal design solution in terms of basic limitations and
features compatibility. Specifically, new modular structure is proposed in order to allows flexible subsystems settlement. A
design analysis is also presented concerning the CubeSat platform manufacturing technique. A CubeSat structure has been
realized by using a rapid prototyping technique. Such choice allows to optimize a CubeSat design, manufacture, and assembly.
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1. Introduction
The size and cost of modern spacecraft vary depending
on the application. Some of them can be hold in one hand,
whereas others, like Hubble, are as large as a lorry.
All small satellites class focus on device with the mass
less than 180 kilograms and approximately the dimension
of a large kitchen fridge [1]. Small satellites, such as
CubeSats, are gradually being used to implement operations
conservatively permitted to greater satellite systems.

Figure 1. Different CubeSat examples

Modern CubeSats are a special class of nanosatellite. The
size of one-unit (1U) CubeSat is 10 cm x 10 cm x 11 cm.
CubeSats can be composed as made in several combinations
of the 1U to form up to 6U (Fig. 1), or even more.
Universities, governments and manufacturers are
progressively turning to CubeSats as ready-to-build systems
able to deliver low-cost and rapid entree to space aimed at
research and development along with operative missions
such as earth observations, deep space and asteroid captures.
Nevertheless, the market of components and hardware for
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small satellites, mainly CubeSats, still drops small of
providing the essential capabilities required by continually
growing mission tasks. Diverse CubeSat components
are commercially available as off-the-shelf standard
components delivered by a restricted quantity of suppliers.
A way to overcome this issue is to improve the capacity to
adapt each micro-satellite. With the adoption of advanced
manufacturing (3D-printing) techniques such as additive
manufacturing, some mission specific capabilities can be
effortlessly fabricated into a system that commercial
off-the-shelf components may not be able to provide, in
terms of affordable optimized method [2].
The concept of modern SmallSats has many possible
characteristics. Such characteristics can vary depending on
the mission type, the quantity of satellites to be deployed,
and many other aspects related to design, fabrication,
testing, and launching a given satellite. CubeSats (from one
to six units in size) can be realized at low cost by means of
specific kits which can be acquired on-line, and commercial
off-the-shelf components that even have not been
spaceflight eligible before [3]. This is typical of CubeSats
design as university student or even high school student
projects, but may also be the case for start-up and New
Space companies, who wish to deploy structures at the
appropriately low costs – basically shifting testing in
qualification and operations phase in space [4].
In the case of companies that are deploying hundreds,
or possibly even thousands of satellites in large-sized
constellations, the objective is to achieve financial
advantage through mass production, minimizing testing and
validation, adopting of innovative manufacturing techniques
such as additive manufacturing [5].
The remainder of this paper describes the following
research objectives: 1. Survey and estimation of the potential
of 1U CubeSat platform potential, reflecting how to design
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more suitable platform for future CubeSats. 2. During
CubeSat platform development, formulating concept of the
design process and propose standard physical relationships
due to find optimal design solution. 3. Study CubeSat
modular structure which allows to get flexible subsystems
settlement.

2. Concept of the Design Process
In terms of knowledge of manufacturing works in the
process of CubeSats expansion, design and calculation
stages, growth of logic and electric diagrams and
improvement computation plans, modeling and analyses
have to carried out. The design and the modeling processes
include the following stages [1]:
1) design and strength inspection and calculations;
2) mass and momentum of inertia calculations,
3) define location centre of mass and the main inertia
axes;
4) thermal calculations;
5) calculations of internal and external disturbing
moments CubeSat prompting;
6) gas setting calculations for hermetic sections;
7) estimation of possibility of meteorite effect and
erosion of external surfaces;
8) estimation of radiation exposure for devices, glass,
coatings and structural non-metallic elements;
9) dynamic analysis purposed to control necessities or to
check the structure stiffness and action of the
orientation system;
10) ballistic design;
11) power supply system calculations, orientation system
and other system designs.
The principal focus of this research paper is the CubeSat
centre of mass movement stabilization system in the lateral
plane applied during the trajectory correction phases.
Additionally, a high-thrust sustained propulsion system can
be used only if by opposing or linearly moving combustion
chamber shall be using in the correction stage to control
CubeSat motions [4].
Considering the design process in terms of the product
development stages [5,6], such process should cover of the
technical specification related to CubeSat, development of
draft proposal, conceptual and its technical design. It is
obvious that in the process of CubeSat design the basic
parameters of systems, trajectory characteristics, operation
program and the structure design should be putting into
account [1].

3. Physical Relationships during Design
Process
The study of physical affiliations in the design process is
essential to finding optimum design and compatibility of

elementary characteristics of CubeSat. The initial task is to
be resolving during the development of any mission [7,8].
Taking into consideration small cost of contemporary
CubeSats and the existing approaches of test and control it is
hard to imagine that the parameters of any systems could be
incompatible in CubeSat, or even could not deliver for the
action of its devices [9-11].
The second of the tasks set is examine for optimal
combinations of parameters and characteristics. It is more
difficult than the initial one and it is not always resolving.
This is mostly because of complication of these studies
[12-15]. In the simplest occasion, the trajectory and the orbit
active launch vehicle shall be set. It should be defining
the CubeSat total mass M 0 to be injecting on the stated
trajectory. In this case the scientific equipment’s mass M Sc
will be

M Sc  M 0  M SS ,

(1)

where M SS  the entire mass of the facility systems, frame
and on-board cables network, required to confirm the
CubeSat mission.
Hence, in the simplest case, when set the flight mission, or
slightly trajectory varying of, or the launcher is choosing, the
assignment of optimum design is decreasing of the total mass
of service systems, including frame and the on-board cable
network. In this circumstance the CubeSat original mass can
be seeing as assessment design.
If the value M SS in equation (1) cannot be considered a
self-regulating value, sometimes that expression can be
presented as [16]:
0
M Sc  f SS M Sc  M 0  M Sc
,

(2)

0
instead of the stated expression, where M Sc
 the total mass
of the CubeSat service systems and the frame self-governing
of the weight of the scientific equipment; f SS M Sc  is an
extra service systems weight and the CubeSat frame, needed
for operation of the scientific kit depending on its own
weight, configuration and mission task.
If the expression f SS M Sc is simple enough, the
appearance (2) can be solving relative to the value M Sc . In
this case from equation (2) possible find the next expression
[1]:
0
M Sc  F (M 0 , M SS
).

(3)

In this case, possible find the maximum value M Sc
directly.
0
If moving to the minimum of the value M SS
in the
expression (3), i.e. neglect the scientific equipment mass, it
also can be estimated, like the service systems that ignored
during the design process, and can afford a minor value
f SS M Sc than the picked one [16].
In case of probability of a CubeSat perfect operation
within a specified time t0 as B , it can be rewriting in next
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form [1]:





 

B  B  Cm,n , Ti  , Pj , t0  ,



where

 Cm,n  

(4)

the restricted set of basic system

parameters; m  the system number; n  a parameter
number; Ti   parameters set defining the CubeSat

 

trajectory; Pj  parameter set shaping the action mission.
The probability of SmallSats perfect operation shall be
defining by the reliability of its separate structures. We shall
letter that the minimum amount of CubeSats matches to the
minimum cost of the problem solving or the minimum time
to complete the total mission. These expressions will include
some constants, and so our equations and inequalities shall
be writing as follows [1]:
 0,
 r  Cm,n , Ti  , Pj  

  0,





 

(5)

where n  1, 2,..., Nm ; Nm  the number of basic parameters
of the m  th system; m  1, 2,..., M ; M  a number of
on-board systems; i  1, 2,..., I ; r  1, 2,..., R; j  1, 2,..., J .
If all the terms (5) are equations and R  N , then the job
of looking for optimal parameter values is restricting to
finding a constrained extremum of the many variables
function. The relations of form (5) are at once the restriction
equations [17].
The task of rational design is to create a project of a
CubeSat for which the rate of the selected criterion is
adjacent to the maximum or minimum value. In that case,
different configuration diagrams, different orientation
patterns and different methods of creating control and
corrective forces, etc. should be considering [17]. Depending
on the design solution versions the purposes could be change.
Thus, the rational design shall be keeping to the study of the
function in the restriction equations (5) for diverse versions
of the newly designed CubeSat [1].

Figure 2. Example of CubeSat structure [19]

Fig. 3 shows us a much more progressive design option
[20]. That structure’s side panel can be separating from base
detachable, and that method has the following advantages:
1. The removable side panels for maximum accessibility,
means that we can located internal circuit board and
satellite payload a bit easily.
2. Owing to the side panels and the base is not a whole,
we can use different materials. For example, the base,
which with the high strength requirement, it is
possible use a metal or a composite material; and for
side panels part which strength condition is not high
enough, designer can use some lightweight materials
(aluminium or plastic) to achieve the purpose of
saving weight.

4. CubeSat Structure Design and
Modelling
The structural design process is an iterative engineering
process. The process books for the coming essential
variations growing from the interaction among the
subsystems [18].
In Fig. 2 showed a comparatively old CubeSat example
[19]. It is the structure of the metal shell of an entire, only a
square opening in the top, which is using to put circuit board
and the load into the CubeSat, meanwhile the side covers
with a little humble flat solar panels, used to convert and
store solar energy into electricity supplied to the CubeSat. Its
total mass up to 1 kg, but its metal shell takes up a lot of
weight, which means it cannot carry a many of payload. It is
clearly that designer want to require a bigger payload. Such
design turns counter to our goals, so this is inefficient option.

Figure 3. Example of CubeSat structure with removable side panels [20]

One of the aims of this publication is to improve a main
structure for CubeSat satellites. The proposed structure
offers the much-needed flexibility for the satellite designers
during the design process, manufacturing and test cycle.
Definitely, the structure permits for the designers to
conversion the subsystems position or complete design
alterations to the subsystems minus the important and
the essential the main structure re-design. Proposed new
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modular structure (Fig. 4) is also in according to the
standards that are determined by Cal Poly State University
and consequently brings one-to-one compatibility with
launch pods [19].

design to be more flexible, and the new design has also speed
up and simplified the manufacturing process, because the
pockets no longer needed to be milled out. This had the
advantage of growing the natural frequency since the solid
faces significantly increased the stiffness of the structure
(Fig. 5). But this is unusual design example.

Figure 6. Innovative CubeSat A2 2015 structure [24]

Figure 4. Example of 1U CubeSat platform structure conceptual design

One of the designed structures (which is merely 92 grams)
was made up as a frame structure in which the columns in the
corners are designed to carry main loads. The structural
columns are intended as a rack system and subsystem boards.
Moreover, the number of fasteners used in the design is
almost 60% less in contrast to commercially offered
structures [21].
In such proposition, we can design even multy-unit
CubeSat systems, where 1U bus system can be put into upper
side of the structure as a unit block, and the rest of the
CubeSat can be used for higher payloads such as camera,
antenna deployable mechanism and magnetometer booms.
Additionally, side solar panels are embedded into the main
structure in order to create additional area for deployable
solar panels in case of extra energy necessity [21].

After study several 1U CubeSat structures platforms, was
chosen the following basic structural design (Fig. 6). This
structure consisting of two identical top and bottom plates,
four equal sides, and eight identical bases. Such of design
would greatly simplify the manufacturing process of the
structure [24].

Figure 7. 1U CubeSat platform design analysis

Additionally, a typical CubeSat device will be launched
by means of various launching rocket boosters. To succeed
for acceptance, the CubeSat structure must not fail beneath
definite static and dynamic loading that will be planned
grounded on the launching environments (Fig. 7). The
launching booster sets out arbitrary excitation, and for
escaping routing this energy into forceful structural
resonance, the first frequency of free vibration must be
beyond 70–90 Hz.

5. CubeSat Platform Manufacturing
Technique Analysis

Figure 5. ISIS ISIPOD 3-Unit CubeSat deployed [23]

One of the proposed structural design included side faces
with pocked milled out [22]. Although that reduces the
structural mass, it did not allow flexibility within the system
design. For the unspecified payload, it is crucial that the
design can be modified easily to account for changes in
payload and batteries. Additionally, in that case initial design
was changed to have solid side faces. That allowed the

One of the reasons for CubeSats is capitalize on the
commercial of-the-shelf (COTS) components that can be
used to this type of satellite manufacture. This means that
preferably the CubeSat designers are construct least probable
quantity of parts. This impression reinforced by assuming
that some parts of appropriate feature can be achieving at
costs fewer that their internal manufactured equivalents,
even if those COTS components are not enough fitting [25].
Therefore, here have been serious efforts to list CubeSat’s
state-of-the-art components [26] and report the estimated
progress of knowledge relevant to CubeSats platforms
design and manufacturing [27]. The choice of criteria for
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such COTS components must depend on flight tradition and
the outcomes of a detailed confirmation and validation
processes. Concerning the first reason, the extra flight times
that a module can prove lacking a failure, the further reliable
it is. Element suppliers do not typically offer complete
reliability data, but they fix deliver the quantity of positive
missions. Such a quantity can be cast-off as an alternative
amount to the component reliability, particularly considering
the great degree of CubeSat newborn death. A statistical
study and a reliability valuation platform model for CubeSats
are show in publication [28]. Without respect to the second
reason, the design and manufacturing group may rise the
components reliability by testing them in appropriate
surroundings at the initial stages of the process development.
For this persistence, the hardware-in-the-loop simulation
techniques consumption for mentioned group of satellites
suggested in the next publications [29,30]. In such imitations,
prototyped components can be combined with other
components, and tested in contrast to their specifications
over some error injection. During advanced steps, a
completely integrated system could be validating in a related
style. must be beyond 70–90 Hz.

6. Results and Discussion
The estimated structures been realized by using a rapid
prototyping technique. That choice allows designer to
optimize a CubeSat design, manufacture, and assembly.
Grounded on the selected materials and the connecting
fastens of both the plastic (ABS) CubeSat platform (Fig. 8),
as well as the CubeSat kit reference construction (Fig. 9)
made of aluminium, the masses of the structures were
calculated and estimated. Results show that reference
aluminium structure has a mass of 158 g, however the
composite one has an entire mass of 105 g. That means that
the composite structure, despite the point that no cuts have
been made yet, is nearly 30% less than the aluminium one.

Figure 8. Plastic (ABS) 1U-CubeSat platform

The plastic 1U-CubeSat results to slightly lower first
eigen-frequency, as showed in [15], something that is
directly related to the assembly of the composite panels that
form the CubeSat platform.
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Figure 9. CubeSat kit reference construction

As mentioned in publication [21] that the resulted
eigen-frequency values are great, but then at the level of the
current study no core components such as electronic boards,
power units, sensors and cameras, were presented at the
experimental construction. When those components would
have been added, a substantial reduction of the natural
frequencies is expected.
Nevertheless, for the requirements of comparative
assessment among the CubeSat kit reference construction
and the plastic one the decided outcomes offer a strong
background for evaluation.
The benefits of proposed manufacturing technique are the
possibility to produce precise compound forms, which would
be costly or difficult to reach with out-of-date fabrication
methods, small manufacturing time and low charges, as
showed in [15]. Moreover, this material has a density lower
than aluminium (ABS: 1.05 g/cm3; aluminium: 2.7 g/cm3).
This permits possible mass savings. Furthermore, that
technique changes the common impression of major and
minor configuration, since the complete part is made at the
similar time, hence decreasing the amount of parts and the
necessity technological operations like fastening and
sticking, similarly increasing the reliability of the
construction. This make simpler as well the assembling stage
too.
Modern CubeSat manufacturing techniques typically take
out material from a metallic base. At the same time, rapid
prototyping, on the contrary, extends material [31].
A drawback is the unfeasibility of gaining threaded holes.
In this case, a couple of solutions to that problem was set up:
1) using of screws, a bit extended to be bolted in possible
pleases to access both sides of the screw;
2) in conditions where the 1st operation is not possible,
the formation of bags in which slight aluminium
pull-outs are in order to afford the appropriate lock.
The radiation influence on ABS is considerably small,
as mentioned at [32], and it marks that the entire dose
demanded that must simple harms on structure is on the order
of 109 rad (SI). That is exceptionally higher than any LEO
satellite tests during providing annual orbital missions
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(worse than 107 at 2000 km altitude [15]). Regarding the
straight solar light, it should be considered that the
construction is practically fully protected by solar cells,
which protect the main fragments of the ABS structure.
A numerical analysis of CubeSat has been approved to
confirm the structure. A numerical model representing the
satellite immobile to the interface by means of the four side
pillars, as typical for P-Pod for CubeSat launch [33].
The laboratories CubeSat vibration tests analysis showed
that the CubeSat structure is accomplished to supporting the
stress practiced throughout the launch, lacking damage and
conforming with the necessities forced by the Ukrainian
rocket Dnipro, especially the stiffness conditions.
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Munchak S.J., Berg G., Koch T.C., Boukabara S.A., 2015,
Overview of Temporal Experiment for Storms and Tropical
Systems (TEMPEST) CubeSat constellation mission. Proc.
IEEE Microwave Theory and Tech Society Int. Microwave
Symp. Digest 1-4.
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Boeing's CubeSat TestBed 1 attitude determination design
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antenna developments for CubeSats. Applied IEEE Antennas
and Propagation Magazine. 59:2.
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7. Conclusions
This publication reviews CubeSat technology delivers
samples of their scientific impact and defines the design
and the manufacturing of a 1U-CubeSat platform. Typical
CubeSat design process is contained of choice of its
trajectory, determination of components and key parameters,
systems, development of external and internal designs, and
determination of their main features. Proposed paper will
emphasis on estimating a concept and physical relations in
the design process, and on the rational design algorithm
version. In terms of specialization of engineering works
throughout SmallSats class development, was formulated
concept of the design process and established physical affairs
to find some optimal design solution, compatibility of basic
parameters and their characteristics.
One of the first goal of this study was to design, analysis,
and manufacturing technique for 1U CubeSat structures.
After study several 1U CubeSat structures platforms, was
proposed the basic structural design. That means that
preferably the CubeSat platform designers are construct least
probable quantity of parts.
Except 1U-CubeSat structure was presented the design
philosophy to be used in the future mission. In the direction
of this end, the designed structure affords the desired
flexibility to support settlements.
In this search, the use of plastic materials, like ABS, was
investigated in the design of 1U-CubeSat platform structures.
As a result, experimental 1U-CubeSat platform has been
developed, designed for student education, low cost
realization and some applied research. The system contains
ground-breaking solutions, possibly improving the general
performance, and flexibility.
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